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ABSTRACT

emissivity (e) at these wavelengths is a

The 21-cm Push Broom Microwave Radiometer

(PBMR) was flown on G flights* of the NASA
C-130 to map the surface soil moisture over
the USDA Agricultural Research Service

function of moisture content as a result of
tho largo dioloctrlc contrant botwoon wntor

and dry soil.

For water the real part of

dielectric constant is about 80 while for

which cover a swath of 1.2 times the

dry soil it is less than 5 and thus for
soils it ranges from about 3.5'to 20. This
produces a change in c from .95 to loss

aircraft altitude, thus, by flying a series

approximately linear with noil moisture and

(ARS) Walnut Gulch experimental watershed
in southeastern Arizona.

It has four beams

of parallel flight linos it in possible to
map microwave brightness, and thur. the soil
moisture, over a large area. In this case
the area was approximately 8 by 20 km. The
moisture conditions ranged from very

dry,<2%, to quite wet, >15t, after a heavy
rain. The rain amounts ranged from less
than 10 mm to more than 50 nun over the area
mapped with the PBMR. With the PBMR we
were able to observe the spatial variations;
of the rain amounts and the temporal
variation of the moisture content as the
soil dried.
The brightness temperatures

were registered to a UTM grid so that they
could be compared to the rain gage readings
and to the ground measurements of soil
moisture in the 0 to 5-cm lnyor. The
decreases in brightness temperature wore
woll correlated with the rainfall amounts*

up to a threshold level of 25 or 30 mm and
the comparison of the brightness

temperatures with soil mois=»turo was* nlno
good with an r of about 0.8. For the
latter, there was some dependence of the
relation on location which may be due to

soil or vegetation variations.
Introduction

The Monsoon 90 experiment had as onu of lt»
goals the evaluation of hoc of remotely
sensed data for the estimation of suirfaoe

fluxos In an arid onvi ronmont [ I|. The stile
chosen for the experiment, hi the well
Instrumented Walnut Gulch l-Ixper Imenta I

Watershed operated by the USDA Agricultural
Research Service.
Tt is located In
southeastern Arizona about 120 kilometers;
nouthonnt of Tucnon.
The region has; ;».'.«-

500 mm of annual precipitation with the
majority falling during a "summer mons-.oon
season" in July and Augusd . This; wan the

period chosen for the experiment.
One of the most important mirfnco parame

ters orfooting thes4e fluxes; In Ihe nm hit.urn
stored In the sioll.
It ofloctn the Minimal

properties of the soil and .nerves as; the
reservoir for the evaporation piocnnn. The
remote wonnlug tochnlgue oi lutnrnsit hi

this paper is the pannive microwave noiming
or noil mo hit urn. |,\ |, |.1 | Thin npprtmrli
uses measurements of the thermal emission
from the soil at. the longer microwave wave

lengths (X £ 10 cm) to determine the moh;ture content in the surface layer of the
noil.
It relies*, on the I'art that the

than 0.6 when wet.

This decrease in e is

is effected by factors such as soil tex
ture, surface roughness and vegetation
cover.
The texture effects the slope of
the relation between c and soil moisture

but not the range of variation. While both
roughness and vegetation reduce the range
of variation, with vegetation totally ob

scuring the soil surface if it is present
in sufficiently largo amounts. This will
occur for vegetation water contents In
excess of 6 or 7 kg/m

at the 21-cm wave

length.
The

PHMK

Tho NASA Puahllroom Microwave Radiometer
(PBMR) is a 4 beam L-band (frequency »
1.42 GHz; wavelength «• 21-cm ) aboard tho
NASA C-130 aircraft.

Tho I' UMR hau lour

horizontally polarized beams pointing at ±
Each of tho
8° and ±24° from tho nadir,
beams has a full width at ha If maximum

power of about 16° which yie Ids a lootprint
on the ground 0.3*11 for each

beam and

total swath of about 1.2*H, where H
nli-nrnn Mhjht n 1 t H mlo . fr. 1

a

is the

Tho PnMR wan M own on r. f1ightn of tho

C-130 during a 10 day period in July and
August of 1990 mi part of tho Monnoon 'H>
oxporlmont.
The objective war. to map tho
nurfneo brightnoim temperature (T„) at tho
wavelength of 21-cm and to infer surface
soil moloturo from thono data.

On each

flight a series of 7 parallel flight linos
wore flown at an altitude of approximately

COO m (2000 ft) above ground.

At thin

altitude tho resolution wan 100 m and tho
PBMR swath was 720 m.
Tho PliMU data were

mapped into images georoferoncod to UTM
coord innton.

Tho n Iv.o oT tho imnqon In

about a by 20 km.
images,

Hofore oranting tho

the data tor tho outer boamu wore

corrected for the decrease in c at the

larger Incidence angle by multiplying thorn
by tho rntlo or the nvornqo of tho coiitor
boam to tho outer beam for each I 1ight
line. For tho wetter dnyn the ratio wan

about 1.03 and for tho dry day tho ml lo
wan

1.01.

Results

Tho period of Monnoun 90 wan character!zod
as being very dry (MM < 2'4.) lor tho I 1rs;t
fl Ight on .July 31 (day 212), follow*-*! by up
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Contour mnpo of T„ and rainfall during 3 days of Monsoon 90. a) T„ in K for day

tho A'o indicate tho U mot uitoti; b) rainfall

hi ram on day 213; and c) T„ on day 214.

to 5 cm of rain on August 1 over most of

the study area.

Thus there was a signifi

cant decrease (50 to 60K) in TB observed
during the next flight on August 2 (day
214) due to the increase in soil moisture,
up to 20%.
These data are presented in

figure 1.

The top panel presents the T„

contours on day before the rain, values are
280K or greater with the exception of the
cool spot near the southwest corner of the

map. This is the town of Tombstone,
Arizona with its many metal roofed build

ings. The sites of the eight met stations
are indicated by tho triangles. Ground
measurements of soil moisture for the
surface 5 cm of the soil were made at these

is the roughness parameter and t=0.1*pwc is
the vegetation optical depth and is a func
tion of the plant water content, it is
seen that the curve with a = o and a = 0.2
roughly bracket the data. The first is the
behavior expected for a bare smooth soil

and the second is that for a slightly rough
soil with a small amount of vegetation
cover.

On a site by site basis there is an

excellent correlation of TB with soil
moisture, R

> 0.9.

sites on the western end showing greater
sensitivity to soil molnturo that thotto on
the east end.

sites. The middle panel gives the rainfall
contours for the rain events on day August
1 (day 213).

Tho + signs indicate tho

sites of the rain gages used to create this
map. The rainfall amounts range from less
than 10 mm at the west to more than 50 mm

near site 4.

The bottom panel presents tho

TB contours for day 214,

August 2.

Here we

However there is

considerable variation in the slopes with

Summary

Thoso PUMR data indicato that microwave

radiometer data can be used to map rainfall
patterns and the subsequent spatial and
temporal variations of the surface soil

moisture during the dry down process. The
observed sensitivity of Tu to noil moisture

can see that TB has decreased to loss than
230K, the lowest, areas roughly correspond

was in approximate agreement with ex

to tho peak rainfall.
All of the area
which received more that 10 mm of rain had

from oito to alto remain:! to Iks explained
and are currently under study. One of the
factors we will consider In this analysis
is that of rock fraction. The rock volume
varies from 20 to 50% among tho sites and

T„ < 240K and that the 240K contour roughly
corresponds to that of 10 mm contour.

Tho succeeding flights on 4, 5, it and 9
August (days 216, 217, 220, and 221) showed

pectations but variation in sensitivity

can have a significant effect on the

microwave response.[6J

the effects of some smaller rains and tho

subsequent drydown of tho study area.

On

day 221 the values of Til rose to almost
their pro-rain values.
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